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The Itanium processor cartridge is
a packaging optimization for electrical and
thermal performance in a server environment.
The 3-in. × 5-in. cartridge contains the Ita-
nium CPU, up to 4 megabytes of  level-3 (L3)
cache, an innovative power delivery scheme,
and an integrated vapor chamber thermal
spreading lid for removing power. Cartridges
and a chip set can be ganged electrically by
means of a glueless bidirectional, multidrop
system bus. Power is delivered through a cus-
tom connection with separate voltages for the
0.18-micron CPU and 0.25-micron custom
cache devices.

An I2C serial connection provides access to
system management features such as temper-
ature monitoring and cartridge identification
information.

Electrical performance
In a departure from other Intel cartridge

products, I/O signals in our cartridge are
arranged into a pin grid array (PGA) package.
This lets the cartridge lay flat on the mother-
board. By exploiting double-sided mother-
board mounting, the external system bus can
have minimal overall length. Using this
scheme, a four-way, five-load multiprocessing
implementation can achieve 266 megatrans-
fers per second (MT/s) of system bus perfor-
mance.

The processor’s L3 cache is external to the
CPU, but the cache devices and the
cache/CPU backside bus (BSB) are com-
pletely contained and isolated inside the car-
tridge. The 128-bit BSB cache data bus
operates at full CPU core speed to minimize
first-access latency and to achieve continuous
throughput of approximately 13 gigabytes-
per-second (Gbytes/s).

Physical considerations
More than any other factor, the server sys-

tem electrical performance (system bus, BSB)
influenced the physical arrangement of the
cartridge and the internal die placement. As
seen in Figure 1, the intended system topolo-
gy promotes two cartridges placed next to
each other and duplicated on both sides of the
motherboard to enable a minimal length sys-
tem bus. As shown in Figure 2, the L3 cache
silicon is clumped to one end, making the on-
cartridge BSB electrically short and minimiz-
ing the cartridge width dimension to
approximately three inches, which further
contributes to short system bus electrical con-
nections between cartridges.

One of the most critical physical dimen-
sions is the electrical stub length of the system
bus. This is the distance from the system bus
interconnect on the motherboard to the I/O
buffer in the CPU. The cartridge topology
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minimizes system bus stub
length by positioning the
CPU die directly over the pin
field array and carefully posi-
tioning the on-die CPU I/O
buffers to align with external
signal pins. Short system bus
stubs contribute directly to
system bus performance.

Packaging
The processor cartridge

contains three substrates: base,
CPU package, and cache mul-
tichip module (MCM). The
base substrate is conventional
FR4-type material consisting
of 12 alternating layers of
impedance-controlled inter-
connects and reference planes.
The CPU is attached with
Controlled Collapsed Chip
Connection (C4) to a 42.52-
mm, 10-layer organic land
grid array (OLGA) package.
This CPU OLGA is soldered
to the base substrate as a ball
grid array (BGA). The custom
cache devices are packaged as
two- or four-chip MCMs,
depending on whether a 2- or
4-Mbyte cache is assembled
(each cache size option has a
dedicated MCM).

The cache devices are also
attached using C4 to a 10-
layer OLGA. Like the CPU package, the
cache MCM is soldered to the base substrate
as a large BGA. The cache MCM configura-
tion contributes to minimizing the BSB
interconnect length to the CPU (Figure 3).
All of these substrates contain a significant

number of capacitors for voltage decoupling
purposes.

A separate PGA carrier is soldered opposite
the CPU side of the base substrate as a large
BGA device and serves as the external con-
nection to the system bus (Figure 2).
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Power delivery
Processor cartridge power is delivered

through a custom edge connection on the base
substrate located at the CPU end of the car-
tridge (Figure 2). The base substrate edge con-
nection plugs into a custom DC-DC power
converter called the Power Pod. Due to the
planar topology of this power connection, the
power planes of the cartridge base substrate
essentially extend into the power converter.
With careful design, the entire power deliv-
ery loop inductance is reduced to just a few
hundred picohenrys, enabling us to move
some decoupling capacitance off the cartridge
and into the power converter. Although the
system bus PGA contains many signal refer-
ence (ground) connections, the larger power
supply current flows through the low-induc-
tance power connector. Power and signal cur-
rents are separated.

Since the CPU and cache silicon are man-
ufactured with different silicon fabrication
processes, each require different core voltages.
The Power Pod contains two power convert-
ers—one for each core voltage. Both voltages
are routed into the cartridge through the sin-
gle edge connector.

Thermal solution
Removing thermal energy from the CPU

and caches while maintaining reliable die tem-
peratures proved to be a formidable design
challenge. The thermal solution uses an inte-
gral vapor chamber heat spreader incorporat-

ed into the cartridge’s metal
lid. The vapor chamber
works like a heat pipe (we call
it the heat pipe lid) by alter-
nately condensing and evap-
orating a sealed liquid. This
phase change process results
in a temperature differential
of just a few degrees Celsius
across the entire top surface
of the cartridge lid. The heat
pipe lid effectively magnifies
the CPU and cache die area
to almost 13 square inches. A
conventional passive, remov-
able heat sink can be mount-
ed on the cartridge for use in
an air-cooled environment. 

System bus overview
The processor cartridge is a self-contained

processing element (the CPU) with a glueless
integrated system bus interface. As an exam-
ple, combining up to four Itanium processor
cartridges with Intel’s 460GX chip set1 forms
a robust high-performance multiprocessing
system. With custom chip set designs,2 other
system configurations are possible.

The processor’s system bus connects pro-
cessing elements to each other and to the chip
set. Multiprocessing snoops, memory, and
I/O traffic flow through this bus, but the chip
set isolates the memory and I/O subsystems
from the system bus, as shown in Figure 4.

The bidirectional, multidrop system bus
provides 44 bits (plus 2 parity bits) for
addresses and 64 bits (plus 8 bits of error-cor-
recting code, or ECC) for data. As address ref-
erences are less frequent than data transfers,
the address bus operates at the system bus fre-
quency (133 MHz) in a conventional “com-
mon clock” mode of one transfer per clock
cycle.

The data bus can operate in a double-
pumped (source synchronous3,4) transfer mode.
That is, data transfers occur twice for every bus
clock cycle (see the example in Figure 5). This
means that the system bus can transfer a 64-
byte cache line in a single transaction with eight
consecutive data bus transfers (8 bytes/transfer
× 8 transfers) in just four system clock cycles.
The 133-MHz system bus permits data trans-
fers of up to 266 MT/s or 2.1 Gbytes/s. The
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system bus supports continuous full-rate data
transfers without wait cycles.

To obtain maximum benefit from the
source synchronous scheme, the data bus is
divided into four groups of 20 signals (16 data
bits, 2 ECC bits, and a differential strobe pair
per group). Each data group and its differen-
tial strobe pair are matched for interconnect
length with tight tolerances, are routed on the
same signal layer, and have the same number
of vias to minimize skews between data and
strobes. Grouping makes electrical-length
matching of the data bus manageable and
minimizes on-die delay variations.

Data transfers are clocked by two strobe
edges per bus clock cycle (double pumped) at
a receiver, as Figure 5 shows. In this source
synchronous transfer mode, the active bus
agent drives both data bits and the strobes,
with strobe transitions centered with respect
to data timing.

Short signal lengths inside the cartridge
maximize source synchronous performance,
and the double-sided topology shown earlier in
Figure 1 minimizes the delay impact on
address and control signals in the convention-
al clocking mode. Propagation delay limits the
timing of common clock latched signals, and
the timing of source synchronous data signals
is much less dependent on signal length.

From the cartridge’s careful package design,
we got past a major performance limiter of
package return path inductance, which con-
tributes to simultaneous switching output
(SSO) noise. Switching noise generated on the
I/O reference (ground) pads during data
transmission affects timing and signal quality
of subsequently driven strobes. Inductive sig-
nal return current loops are minimized by
proper placement of return vias for image cur-
rents propagating through reference planes
inside the multilayer packages.

A simple but very effective external termi-
nation scheme at the extreme ends of the bus
uses resistors mounted on the motherboard.
The 460GX chip set1 architecture splits the
address and data paths into separate packages,
adding just a single electrical load for both
data and address.

GTL+ bus signaling
All system bus signals use Intel’s GTL+ sig-

naling scheme, an enhanced version of standard
GTL.5 The GTL+ voltage swing of 0.5 V to 1.5
V is a larger swing than standard GTL and con-
tributes to extra noise margin. As another depar-
ture, GTL+ drivers contain active pull-up
devices to improve rise and fall time symmetry.
To control signal slew rate and impedance across
variations in process, voltage, and temperature,
we compensated the processor’s output drivers.
Compensated output drivers minimize bus
reflections and control transmission variations
in source synchronous signal groups.

L3 cache and the BSB
Physically, the 4-Mbyte cache size is imple-

mented using four discrete, 1-Mbyte custom
SRAM (CSRAM) devices; each with a built-in
tag array (see Figure 6, next page). The cache
devices are organized in two address banks, each
containing 2 Mbytes of data. The CSRAMs in
each bank are arranged as two 64-bit slices for
a total data width of 128 bits. The processor’s
L3 cache line size is 64 bytes and is accessed as
a four-cycle burst from the CSRAM array. This
organization reduces the number of electrical
loads on the data bus to allow continuous cache
line data bursts at the CPU core frequency.

The 128-bit data bus is divided into eight
16-bit, source synchronous, length-matched
data groups. Each data group includes 2 bits
for ECC and a pair of differential strobes for
latching data at the receivers. The lower data
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groups (data[63:0]) are connected to the lower
64-bit slices of the cache memory banks; the
upper data groups (data[127:64]) are con-
nected to the upper 64-bit slices of the cache
memory banks. The CSRAM bit-slice archi-
tecture lets us implement the data bus using
a topology of three electrical loads.

The BSB address bus is 38-bits wide and is
protected by 3 bits of parity. Since the data
bus accesses a cache line in four successive
128-bit data bursts, the cache line address is
specified just once prior to the bursts and is
held for four clock cycles. Therefore, the
address bus operates at one fourth the proces-
sor’s core frequency. Since the slower address
can tolerate additional electrical loading, this
greatly simplifies the signal integrity require-
ments on the address bus.

The BSB returns data from the CSRAMs to
the processor with a 10-cycle latency. Latency
in this context corresponds to the number of
clock cycles from the time the processor core
issues the cache address to the time the proces-

sor core receives the first data
burst of a 64-byte cache line.

The components con-
tributing to latency include
CSRAM line access time, pro-
tocol timing requirements,
PLL jitter, clock skews
between processor and cache,
signal flight time, and on-die
signal delays. Table 1 summa-
rizes the contributions of these
components of BSB latency.
Since a complete latency loop
includes both synchronous
and asynchronous paths, the
absolute contributions of these
components are approximate-
ly converted to processor clock
cycles at 800 MHz. The entire
L3 latency loop is synchro-

nized at the processor boundary after 10 clock
cycles.

BSB electrical design
The processor’s cache bus is a formidable

electrical design as the data transfers occur at
the full CPU core speed (up to 800 MHz)
with a wide, bidirectional, 128-bit data path.
The bus crosses several packaging boundaries,
with multiple electrical loads and multiple
clocking domains. All BSB signals use an on-
die parallel termination scheme to minimize
reflections and reduce inter symbol interfer-
ence (ISI). Bus signal quality becomes less sus-
ceptible to signal-trace impedance variations
across the cartridge substrates. In addition,
both the BSB I/O buffer output impedance
and the termination resistance are program-
mable and self-compensating to minimize
environmental and process variations.

BSB performance
Packaging the CSRAMs as an MCM

improves packaging density and directly con-
tributes to BSB performance. For example, the
short bus lengths obtained from closely pack-
aging the cache devices reduces cache latency.
Also, OLGA substrate technology with C4
die-attach capability for both the CPU and
CSRAM enables dense interconnect routing
with excellent signal integrity (low cross talk)
and provides exceptional low inductance
power delivery.
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Figure 6. Cartridge L3 cache organization.

Table 1. BSB latency components.

External L3 latency component CPU clock cycles

Cache access time (first access) 5
Protocol requirement 1
Round-trip signal flight time (bus + die) ~3
Misc. (clock skew, jitter, timing margin, etc.) ~1
Total BSB latency 10



Electrical performance is a
direct function of our ability to
match circuits and intercon-
nect delays. A single-source
synchronous signal group, for
example, can perform at excep-
tionally high data rates if the
data and strobe delays are
exactly matched. Layering and
matching the lengths of all sig-
nals within a source synchro-
nous group eliminate the
effects of manufacturing varia-
tions within a substrate. For
instance, each signal sees the
same discontinuity—the trace
lengths before and after a T-
junction, are identical for all
signals. Figure 3’s cartridge lay-
out plot shows an example of
direct BSB interconnections.

Cartridge electrical modeling
System electrical simulations guaranteed

reliable data transfers with excellent signal
integrity. All aspects of a multiprocessing
hardware system were analyzed concurrently:
cartridges, the chip set, the motherboard, and
associated packaging. This effort spurred
hardware reference designs and elaborate sim-
ulation models that accurately predicted sys-
tem bus performance. We used a similar
methodology for the BSB.

Predicting system bus and BSB electrical
behavior required the extensive use of elec-
tromagnetic modeling and circuit simulation
methods. We applied a global system method-
ology toward bus development by simulating
an entire four-way multiprocessing system.

Central to this methodology is complete
dependence on full circuit simulators. That
is, Spice-type circuit analysis tools can com-
bine nonlinear transistor models (I/O buffers)
with complex interconnect structures.

The package environment includes struc-
tures such as nonideal power and ground planes
(meshes in reference planes is an example),
decoupling capacitors, routing via discontinu-
ities, packaging interfaces such as C4, and
BGAs. All affect wave propagation. The elec-
trical parasitics associated with these structures
are extracted using 3D field solvers that have
the ability to translate complex physical geome-

tries into equivalent electrical circuit models.
The partial element equivalent circuit
(PEEC6,7) approach, combined with 3D
extraction, is the building block to model cou-
pled interconnects and discontinuities. The
PEEC method allows us to explicitly separate
power and ground return paths from the sig-
nal path in the simulation model. This devi-
ates from a modeling approach in which power
and ground parasitics are lumped into the sig-
nal path and can mask the effects of nonideal
reference planes. These nonideal plane models
provide necessary information about the spatial
variation of the power delivery system as seen
by the processors, chip set, and cache devices.
Because actual measurements correlated well
with simulated models, explicit return path
modeling proved to be a tremendous benefit
for BSB and system bus electrical modeling.

Since electromagnetic signal coupling
adversely impacts timing, we modeled a com-
plete source synchronous data group to include
electromagnetic system effects between data
signals and strobes. The total simulation tim-
ing path extends from the input of the output
buffer through all package and interface inter-
connections to the output of the receiver, as
shown in Figure 7. Simulation stimuli include
patterns to cover ISI effects. These effects are
important because the signal reflection behav-
ior on the bus can be a function of previous
cycles, possibly as left-over reflections due to
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inadequate settling time.
The simulation stimuli also include even-

mode (all signals in phase) and odd-mode (all
but one signal in phase) excitations to capture
effects of cross talk, and SSO, with just one
transient analysis. Simulation transient sweeps
cover worst-case conditions: silicon process,
voltage, temperature, interconnect geometry,
and dielectric variations. These simulation-
based analysis methods determined return
path requirements and signal-to-ground
ratios, and quantify timing skews to develop
a robust system bus and BSB electrical design.

Figure 8 is a correlation example of actual
physical system bus measurements (with Ita-
nium processors) and full system simulations
under similar conditions. This transient
response shows one data signal and its differ-
ential strobe pair from a group of switching
signals. Excellent signal quality correlation is
seen between simulation predictions and sys-
tem measurements.

A complete reference model—which
includes the system bus I/O buffer models,
package, and process information in Hspice—
is available to customers to enable them to
design systems using the Itanium processors.

The driving force behind
the Itanium processor

cartridge is the electrical bus
performance for the external
system bus and the internal L3
BSB. Careful electrical mod-
eling of these buses allowed us
to achieve our ambitious bus
performance goals. We also
developed advanced power
delivery and thermal manage-
ment techniques to address
performance requirements.
The resulting Itanium proces-
sor cartridge is a compact
packaging solution that
enables high-performance
computing in a multiprocess-
ing system environment.

Our team is now develop-
ing electrical and packaging
solutions for future IA-64
and IA-32 processors to meet
the demands of future high-
performance enterprise
computing. MICRO
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